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Audible-visual signaling appliances Rated Type 3R, Model(s) AV1*, AV1-LED*, AV1-ST*

Beacon lighting systems Rated Type 1, Model(s) LSHLS-024 (c), LSHLS-120 (c), LSHLS-240 (c), LSHLS-LED-024 (c), LSHLS-LED-120 (c)

Rotating beacon lights Rated Type 4X and IP66, Model(s) 121*, 121A*, 121S*, 225*, 371*, 371L*

Stackable beacon lighting systems Rated Type 1, Model(s) Litestak (b)

Strobe lights Rated Type 3R, Model(s) 131DST*, 131ST*

Strobe lights Rated Type 4X, Model(s) LP1*, LP6*

Strobe lights Rated Type 4X and IP55, Model(s) LP3T (a)*

Strobe lights Rated Type 4X and IP66, Model(s) FB245ST*, FB2PST*, FB2PST1*, LP3E (a)*, LP3M (a)*, LP3P (a)*, LP3S (a)*

(a) - May be followed by I or L, may be followed by additional suffixes.

(b) - Consisting of Base modules: LSB, LSB-120, LSB2; Light modules: LSLD-024, -120, LSL-024, -120, -240 followed by -A, -B, -C, -G or -R. Intended for indoor use only.

(c) - May be followed by -A, -B, -C, -G or R. Intended for indoor use only.

* - Intended for indoor or outdoor use.

Note - All strobes and beacon lights are for general signaling use only, not for fire alarm use.
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Listed and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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